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ABSTRACT

In this paper the collisional absorption of tvo laser beams is con-

sidered by solving the kinetic equation for the plasma electron. Results show

that the simultaneous effect of two laser beams on the heating rate is greater a:

compared with the individual contribution of each laser 'beam when the two laser

beams have a difference of frequencies eijual to the plasma frequency.
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in re-ent, years, due to the development "jf powerful quantum optical

devices, r..s. lasers, it has become possible to study the interaction of

intense electromagnetic field with matter. At such high intensity many new

physical phenomena have cop.e into existence, e.g. generation of harmonics,

muitiphoton absorption, self-focussing of wave beams in a medium, cascade

ionization, inverse 'breinm.strahluiig process, etc. In the process of inter-

action of a laser with plasma it may happen that the plasma electrons

gain energy from the e.m. field and may be raised to thermonuclear temperature.

One of the chief mechanisms for absorption of the e.ia. field by plasma may be

the inverse multiphoton bremmEtrahlung process (Raizer 1965, Bunkin et al.1966,

1973, Seely and Harris 1973, Mohan 1971*). In this process an electron absorbs

energy from the laser beam during a collision with the nucleus, from a

classical point of view, the electron oscillates in the, .electromagnetic

field of the laser team. During a collision with a nucleus, the electron Is

knocked out of phase with the electric field and the oscillatory energy of

the electron is converted into random thermal energy. From a quantum point

of view, the electron can gain energy only in units of -flM, vhere W is

the frequency of the laser radiation and it Is not clear that the classical

viewpoint is valid. In this paper we have studied the collisional

absorption of two laeer beams in plasma due to the inverse multiphoton

bremmstrahlung process when the two laser beams have a different^-frequency

nearly equal to the plasma frequency (Kroll et al. 196!*, Cohen et al. 1972,

Rosenbluth 1972).

Here ve develop the theory by describing the electrons tiy the second .

quantized theory and treat the e.m. field In a classical manner. The

transition probability for the inverse multiphoton'bremmstrahlung process

is derived using firsij-order perturbation theory. A kinetic aquation is

derived for plasma electrons and the rate of change of kinetic energy (Seely

and Harris 1973) of the electrons is calculated.

I I . THEORY

The to ta l hamiltonian of the system in the presence of tvo laser

beams denoted by vector potentials X ( t ) (with frequency u) and

(with frequency u)1} can be written as (Davydov 1965, Harris 19725

U )
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Here & 0 is the unperturbed hamiltonian, '&1 is the interaction hamiltonian

and Vf?) is the screened Coulomb potential (Wyld and Pines 1962). We

further assume that the difference in frequencies of two laser beams is

nearly equal to the plasma frequency, i . e . OJ- u' so) + A with mismatch

i L small (say, 10 <o and m or <o' » a (Cohen et a l . 1972, Eosenbluth

1972))- Using second quantized thecry(Davydov 1965, Harris 1972) we can

expand i|i(r,t) and <p ( r , t ) in terms of a complete set of functions (p^.(r,t),

and

•I

I

r,t)

(5)

where b^ , b + are the fermion annihilation and creation operators and

+ P P
<p^{r,t) is the eigenfunction of the SchrHdinger equation with free
P
hamiltonian corresponding to electron with momentum p and is given "by

(6)

fb^(t) , b_^ ( t ) = <5,
P.P

fb^(t), b^
P P

= [b̂ (t), C/^] = ° (7)

As shown Ijy Davydov, if N_(a) is the number of particles of species

S in the state S then the state vectors of the particle system can ~be

represented t>y

(6)

Similarly we can represent the state vectors of the electrons with momentum

p by j •••N (p) '• -̂ > . Sow using the commutation relation given by Eq.(7)

(Davydov 1965), the following properties of creation and annihilation operators

are obtained:

F ch
Substituting the values of Eqs,(l») and (5) in Eqs.(2) and (3) we obtain

(10)

(11)

where

The commutation relations aattsfied by these operators are:
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Let us assume that initially there are H (p*' ) electrons vith momentum

and K electrons with momentum Then using E%s.(9) and (ll) we get that

the transition matrix element between the transition from the initial state

| i ^ , representing the electrons with momentum p* , to final state | f ̂> .

representing the electrons vith momentum

potential Vf?) is given by

. due to the screened Coulomb



(is)

From the first-order perturbation theory, the transition probability amplitude

(13)

Using Eqs. (11) ana (12) in Eq.(l3) ve obtain the transition

probability per unit time for the absorption (or emission) of n photons

of frequency a) and absorption (or emission) of one photon of frequency in'

as (Seely and Harris 1973, Mohan 19T1*, Thareja and Mohan 1976)

(HO

where
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Here AE is the change in the kinetic energy of the electron, J^ is the

Bessel function of the order n , |B(q.)| is tne Fourier transform of the

Coulomb screened potential as the system is in plasma, £(q.,iO is the

dielectric function of the plasma, "fiq ia the momentum transfer, and

is the energy transfer in the collision. According to Wyld and Pines (1962)

and Harris (1969), the matrix element of Coulomb collisions, i.e.--

must be modified by the factor E (q.,di ) , as the whole system is

considered in the plasma. From the S function of Eq.(15) it is clear that

T(n,±ai' ,p.-p_) is the transition probability per unit time for the transition

in which an electron with momentum p is destroyed, an electron with

momentum Pp is created, n laser photons of frequencies ai are absorbed

(n > 0) or emitted (n < 0) and 1 photon of frequency w' is absorbed (+l)

or emitted (-1). It is clear from expression (15) that

(19)

Now as H Cp* } and HfiCpt) represent the number of electrons with

momentum p*2 and p. , respectively, therefore change in H (jL) can be

written schematically as 'Harris. 1969 and 19721

lit

Tl<J

(20)



Vhere the process in which, the electron with momentum p Is destroyed is

subtracted from the process in which an electron with momentum

Substituting Eg.. (.23) in Eq.(22) and using the first two terms of

the sum,we obtain the kinetic equation (Seely and Harris 1973)

created. This difference gives the net Increase in H
e

is

The above

schematic equation can be converted to a mathematical equation "by replacing

the diagrams in Eq.(20) vith the transition probabilities per unit time for

the process given by Eq.(l6). The mathematical equation is:

i-e

We now take the classical limit of Eq.(ai). We assume that the

electrons are non-degenerate ao that N (p*) « 1, and assume the volume of

the box in which the system is normalized becomes infinite so that the sum

over j£ becomes an integral over v, ('Harris 1969? p.188). The classical

limit of Eq.(2l) under such a prescription is:

' '

•M 4 0 (22)

where fe(7) is the electron distribution function assumed to be Maxwellian

and N is the electron density.

Now assuming the laser field with frequency ui is also weak,we

can expand the Bessel function as

(23)
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(24)

The first 6 function corresponds to the absorption of a photon of frequency

w and absorption or emission of photon of frequency u' . Similarly the

second 6 function represents the emission of photon of frequency ui and

emission or absorption of photon of frequency u' .

Finally, In the limit -K •+• 0 and after the evaluation of the integral

over V ,the kinetic equation (2V) becomes

where a^ and a2 are the aaplitudes of the vector potentials A^(t) and

Ag(t), respectively, and we have assumed that the beams are propagating

in the same direction.

We can now obtain the change in the average kinetic energy of the

electron by substituting Eq.(25) in the folloving equation:

Thus putting (25) in (26) gives the change in the average kinetic energy

of the electron as
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(27)

which is clearly proportional to the intensities of the two 13331113, thus

showing the direct influence of intensities on the change of the average

kinetic energy of the electrons

III. CONCLUSION

It is clear from £q.(27) that the change in kinetic energy of the

electron -j~— is positive for the Maxvellian distribution. It follows

that the mixing of two laser beams leads to a decrease of the radiation

energy and to heating (and not cooling) of the plasma electrons. The
-> 2 2

appearance of e(q,oj ) <* [l - (w /« ) ] in the denominator of Eq.(27)
0 P - 0

indicates the possibility of the resonant process when the two laser beams

have a difference frequency nearly equal to the plasma frequency, i.e.

til- = w - &)g = ai the plasma frequency. Thus we conclude that by making

the condition a). 2 w , the heating due to the inverse bremmstrahlung process

by mixing two laser beams may be one of the efficient processes for the

heating of plasma by radiation-
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